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HARAAM DINNER FUND-RAISING STUNT

Question

An entity known as the "Islamic Comparative Religion Academy" (ICRA) will be having
their annual Fund Raising Dinner at the NM J Hall on the 16th of March 2019. Entry will
cost R200- each for which you will get a tantalising dinner, prizes and light comedy by
Mohammed Vawda and Masood Boomgard.

ICRA is run by a person called Ayoob Karim. A tabloid called "The Universal
Challenge" is published by ICRA every second month. This tabloid is full of adverts and
photographs. The ICRA man goes around the country giving lectures. "What the Bible
says about Muhammad (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) ". ICRA also has a free Qur'aan
distribution campaign.

Other projects of theirs are, One month or three month intensive course in comparative
religion and collecting money for water distribution and boreholes.

What is the Shariah ruling regarding the dinner, the Qur'aan distribution, the lecture
tours and the comparative religion classes?

Answer

The dinner is haraam. The entry fee is haraam. The food which the miserable people ingest is
the product of riba. The baatil, haraam entry fee is in the category of riba. The haraam mess is
aggravated by the haraam entertainment provided by a clown. The evil merrymaking function is
further satanized by gambling. The prizes doled out at this shaitaani function are the effects of
maisar (gambling).
Devils gobble ‘tantalizing’ haraam carrionionated ‘food’, Islamically not fit for even dogs. By
devouring the ‘tantalizing’
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maitah and rijs
, the whole miserable lot of fussaaq are following in the footsteps of Iblees. Stating this fact,
Allah Ta’ala says in the Qur’aan Majeed:

“O People! Eat from that (nourishment) in the earth which is halaal and tayyib, and do not
follow in the footsteps of shaitaan (by devouring haraam). Verily, he is your open enemy. He
only instructs you with evil and immorality, and that you fabricate (lies and falsehood) on Allah
that which you know not.”

The projects of the Deen do not need haraam and merrymaking, shaitaani, tantalizing
kuffaar-style dinners. In these merrymaking functions, Muslims, including molvis and sheikhs,
are following the Yahood and Nasaara right into the ‘lizard’s hole’. There is absolutely no room
in Islam for these kuffaar-style haraam dinner parties and shaitaani fun and merrymaking
functions where clowns, fussaaq and fujjaar perform for public entertainment. All participants
are fussaaq and fujjaar.

The Qur’aan distribution is haraam. These people are guilty of heaping insult and disrespect on
the Qur’aan Majeed. They dole out Allah’s Holy Kitaab to kuffaar wallowing in kufr and janaabat.
They are bereft of the slightest vestige of honour and shame. They are worse than those kuffaar
who sacrilegiously defile the Qur’aan Majeed. These scoundrels who dole out the Qur’aan
Majeed to just every Tom, Dick, Harry, Anne and Jane, will be hauled into the Divine Court on
the Day of Qiyaamah, and Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) will complain to Allah Azza
Wa Jal: “O my Rabb! These my people have made the Qur’aan an object of buffeting.” That is a
‘football’, to kick around for pleasure and deceiving morons with an outer façade of propagation
of Islam. In fact, they are destroyers of Islam.
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The so-called ‘intensive’ one month and three months comparative religion course is another
canard. It is self-deceiving and misleading to others. Juhala enter such stints of jahl and emerge
with greater jahl called
jahl-e-murak
kab
(compound ignorance). They cause more damage to the Deen. We wonder what type of donkey
certificates these juhala must be doling out to the juhala who participate in these deceptive
stints of ‘study’.

From the type of public haraam activities in which these fellows are involved, it can be inferred
that they are juhala and Islamically unqualified to conduct lectures. All their activities are corrupt
(faasid and baatil) in terms of the Shariah.

27 Jumaadiyuth Thaani 1440 - 5 March 2019
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